Employees and Casio

Appointment and Effective Posting of Qualified Workers
Casio creates a sound corporate climate by appointing qualified workers in a fair and
equitable process, based on the “merit system” and “results orientation.”

In 1968, Casio created its “Award Program”
to recognize employees’ contribution to inventions and creative work. By providing incentive to inventors and creators, the program serves to motivate company’s
engineers to tackle new technology.
In addition, Casio revised its regulations
concerning inventions and added a discussion process to allow inventors to express
their opinions and a program to allow inventors to protest the amount of prizes in compliance with the provisions of Article 35 of
the new Patent Law (employee inventions),
which came into effect in April 2005.
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Casio Computer Co., Ltd. initiated the Career
Challenge Program in 1998 with the goal of
realizing career development that takes into
account individual employees’ careers, skills
and wishes.

Casio has various systems for human resource development with the intent to
“develop creative human resources that are
eager to take on challenges” and “train professionals with early selection of specialized
fields.”
The “professional human resources” in Casio’s concept have two profiles. One is that of
“strategic generalists that pass on the company’s corporate culture.” The other is that of
“specialists that pass on the company’s intrinsic technology and know-how.”
Casio approaches the nurturing of these
workers with the philosophy that “people

Casio Compute Co., Ltd. has constructed an
“internal job posting system” to recruit workers from within the company. When the company determines that appointment of workers
who have specific skills or those who have
specialized training of a certain level is necessary for starting a new business operation or
staffing key business operations, it publicizes
the job openings by clearly stating the knowl-
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Measures to train existing workers into professionals
Assessment of Job Performance
(Behavioral assessment that articulates the job
performance that is expected of a professional
in each of the job types, checks the actual performance of a worker against the expectations
every six months to produce a self assessment
and an assessment by his/her supervisor to encourage the attainment of such expectations)

Executive Training
(Nurturing of entrepreneurs who
can dramatically reform the business and maximize the organizational strength.)

OJT-MAP
(A tool that effectively supports OJT between a
younger employee and his/her direct supervisor by clearly indicating the basic skills required of younger workers in each of the job
types, and by placing them into different levels
of annual skills targets.)

Measures for Proper Placement

System of Human
Resource Development

Grade System
(Qualification System/Professional System)

■ Career Challenge Program

■ Internal Job Postings

Skill Selective Training
(A training program in which all
workers to be in charge can select from a menu a training program that helps them effectively
and efficiently acquire needed
skills.)

Career Road Map
(A basic system that clearly presents the career course an employee should follow to become a professional employee in any of the
career paths, such as sales and engineering,
and serves as reference for an employee’s career orientation and his/her supervisor’s placement policies.)

Career Development Training
(A training program that aids
younger workers develop career
orientation.)

■ Education and Training Programs

Career Challenge Program
(An employee periodically provides the company with information on his/her career, skills and
willingness to take on challenges. His/her supervisor also provides a clear suggestion for individual subordinates’ courses of future growth. The
information serves as an important reference for
future placement of individual employees.)

edge, work experience, skills or specialization
required for the jobs and seek qualified applicants widely from within the company. All applications are reviewed along such factors as
“whether or not their skills, abilities and aptitude meet the needs of the hiring departments,” “relative merits of having the applicants join the new departments in relation to
the demerits of removing them from their current organizations,” and the “willingness of the
applicants to take on new challenges.” The
review is followed by an interview by an officer
responsible and the manager of the hiring department, and by the human resource department. The officer in charge of personnel
makes the final decision.
In fiscal 2004, Casio recruited in three
areas: “overseas sales,” “public relations” and
“human resources.” Over 40 employees applied, and eight were given new assignments.
The program has been implemented on a trial
basis for three times since 2002. However,
the board of directors approved formal implementation of the program as a system starting with fiscal 2005. The company hopes to
actively use this system in the future to energize employees and build a climate that accepts challenge while striking a balance between the company’s business needs and
individuals’ career formation.

Casio offers various education and training
programs that provide knowledge and skills
required for the performance of jobs so as to
meet the desire of its employees for growth.
To start, newly hired employees and other
younger workers are provided with basic skills
training and career development support in
“job grade-based training.” To follow, the
company is expanding “skill selective training,” which effectively and efficiently supports
acquisition of required skills by workers who
target to become professionals in charge. In
addition, Casio offers “self improvement training” to back up the desire of employees for
growth from various angles with English and
Chinese language classes and a wide assortment of crrespondence courses.

Newly-hired Engineer Education
(The aim is to let newly-hired engineers acquire basic
engineering skills.)

Open Job Posting Program
(The program aims to support the business
needs of the company and employees’ career
orientation at the same time. Applicants to
open job postings are reviewed and those
who fit the job requirements best are transferred preferentially to the new positions.)

Introductory Training of New Employees
(Provides new employees with the basic knowledge
about being Casio employees.)

Training Scene
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Invention Prizes

Casio Computer Co., Ltd. recognizes employees who made significant contributions to the expansion and growth of its
business by conferring the President’s
Award.
In fiscal 2004, evaluations were made
with attention to “significant contribution to
the attainment of corporate-wide targets
through creative work and activities for improvement to expand and develop business, accompanied by development of
techniques and mechanisms that are innovative and have potential for growth” in
such areas as (1) product development, (2)
sales promotion (3) research and development, (4) control improvement and (5) image improvement. The review resulted in a
total of eight awards, consisting of two
most outstanding performance awards,
two outstanding performance awards, and
four encouragement awards.
Furthermore, the President’s Award for
Cost Ratio Reduction was established with
the goal of making substantial improvements in the company’s cost structure,
stabilizing the business and improving the
profit ratio between fiscal 2004 and 2005.
The objective of this award is to lower the
company-wide cost ratio by three percent
(over the level of fiscal 2003) during the
award period, which is limited to two
years. In fiscal 2004, the initial year of this
award, “themes that significantly contributed toward cost ratio reductions in individual product businesses and which also
contributed toward this year’s cost ratio reductions” were selected. Two outstanding
performance awards and three encouragement awards for a total of five awards
were conferred.

In this program, an employee provides a
statement of his/her career history and accomplishments and requests the types of
jobs he/she wishes to have while his/her supervisor (department head) makes a suggestion as to the future course of career growth,
all through the intranet website. The information is used in such human resource development-related measures as the determination
of future job placements and training opportunities.

(Aids with self-improvement.)

As shown in the diagram below, Casio’s human resource system consists of three subsystems: the Grade System, Appraisal System and Compensation System.
The “Grade System” forms the base of Casio’s human resource system. The
“Qualification System” applies to non-managerial employees, who are promoted based
on the growth of their ability to perform their
duties. The “Professional System” applies to
managers and specialists, who are graded

Topics

Presentation of “The President’s
Award and the President’s Award
for Cost Ratio Reductions”

grow through their work” and that “the source
of growth is one’s will.” Based on this belief,
Casio supports growth and skill improvement
of its workers by providing them with an environment in which new abilities are constantly
demanded and by giving the workers opportunities to overcome challenges by relying on
their own determination and efforts.
For this reason, Casio’s system of human
resource development is anchored in skill improvement through actual work, or OJT. Various training programs that are offered as offthe-job training (Off-JT) are positioned as supplementary training, such as the systematic
learning of theories.

Language Learning and Crrespondence Courses

Structure of Human
Resource Systems

Topics

Cutting-edge Technology Seminar

At the base of Casio’s human resource system are the “equity and fairness” and the materialization of “Creativity and Contribution,”
the corporate creed. The company reviews
the system as it continually seeks a better
way in response to changes in the surrounding environment.
Under the “merit system,” workers are recognized fairly for their competence that they
manifest through their work irrespective of
their academic backgrounds, age or length of
service. The “results orientation” determines
the grade and compensation of workers
based on the results they actually achieved in
the roles they are assigned to. The objective
of Casio’s human resource system is to strike
a balance between the growth of employees
and the company’s growth at the most optimal level.

and ranked, based on their individual functions and accomplishments.
In the “Appraisal System,” employees are
evaluated along three scales, consisting of the
evaluation of the extent that they attained the
objectives set under the management by objective program, evaluation of their work in
their job type, and the evaluation of the extent
of contribution they made toward department
goals. The evaluation is relative and made on
a 5-point scale. The results are reflected in
bonuses, pay increases and promotions. The
appraisal results are explained to employees
to their highly understandings and satisfaction
through feed-back interview with their supervisors.
The “Compensation System” applies a salary range that is based on job-grade under
the principle of “merit-based competitive salary.” Pay raises are given in harmony with
performance evaluation and salary levels. Bonuses are distributed with modulation, based
on semiannual performance evaluation.

(Provides information on the latest technological trends.)

Philosophy and Policies

